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Assignment 1 

Due Date: Monday - 3th of March 

1. Compare between the following theories: 
Subjective Relativism, Cultural Relativism, Divine command theory and Ethical Egoism 
IN TERMS OF: 

a. Source of enactment. 

b. What is the good/bad action with examples for each? 

c. Two cases against/with the theory. 

2. What is the main difference between Relativism and Objectivism? Give examples for 
each type.   

3. Evaluate the following  scenarios as shown below: 

Scenario 1: 

A small hospital has five patients about to die and need organ transplants. A 
patient with a good health has no friends or family, he visits the hospital for a 
routine procedure. The doctor decides to kill the healthy patient to save the five 
dying patients.  
 
Evaluate scenario 1 using Kantianism perspective (both First and Second 
Formulation). 

Scenario 2: 

A Small town suffers from gangs that causes a big harm to people. The Police 
sets a perfect plan to arrest them but it may cause one innocent person to die. 
 
Evaluate scenario 2 using Act Utilitarian perspective. 

Scenario 3: 

Riyadh has set up an art competition to the most beautiful plate. A young 
Muslim participates with a painting that abuses Prophet Mohammad, peace be 
upon him. The school expelled the student and the government arrested him and 
sent him to prison to do the penalty. 
 
Based on Divine Command Theory, Is this action good or bad? Why?  
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Scenario 4: 

One day before a midterm exam for accounting course, some questions have 
been leaked to students by e-mail .Student's response differ: 
- Some students check their emails to get questions. 
- Others refuse to cheat and depend on their knowledge. 

 
Evaluate each action based on subjective Relativism theory 

Scenario 5: 

At the supermarket, there is a long queue of customers waiting in line for the 
Cashier. One of the customers did not wait in the queue. He went to the front of 
the queue and end his payment before all customers. He caused annoying and 
anger for other customers. 
 
Based on this scenario what is the theory that would evaluate this action as a 
good action? What is theory that would evaluate it as a bad action? Explain. 

Scenario 6: 

Ahmed married Sara. On the wedding day, Sara wore a beautiful white dress. 
Instead of wearing Thop and shemagh, Ahmad wore a suit -similar to the 
clothing of foreigners-. All people was surprised. 
 
Based on Cultural Relativism theory, explain if the action is good or bad. 

Scenario 7: 

Hind is a Saudi woman who lives in Saudi Arabia. She is responsible of her sick 
mother. One day, her mother got sick while their driver was in a vacation. She 
drove the car to hospital. 
 
Based on Rule Utilitarian theory, explain if the action is good or bad. 

Scenario 8: 

John is Italian. He claims he has the right to get such a fair indemnity for an 
accident occurred because of a street damage. 
 
Based on Social Contract theory, explain what should happen if government 
agree to pay John an indemnity? Why? 

 

 

 


